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1. Objectives  
 
CARE’s work on governance has grown considerably over the last ten years. Indicators of its growing 

importance include: a) the identification of governance as an underlying cause of poverty, b) its central place 

in the theories of change of most CARE country offices, c) the increase in efforts to document and define the 

governance portfolio of all levels of CARE, d) the appointment of more governance advisors, and e) the 

creation of more spaces for discussion and promotion of governance programming.  

Yet CARE has lacked a common understanding of governance concepts and of strategies for addressing 

challenges in this area. To help address this gap, we have developed this Governance Programming 

Framework (GPF). It builds on and complements existing CARE frameworks such as the Unifying 

Framework for Poverty Eradication and Social Justice, and the Women’s Empowerment Framework. Its 

primary purpose is to provide a framework that will assist CARE staff in conceptualizing and planning 

governance work.  

The GPF presents a broad picture of ideal possibilities. It is, therefore, something to be aimed at, but what is 

actually possible differs widely according to the context. The GPF is not meant to be a prescriptive nor rigid 

tool; rather it is intended to be used in a flexible way, adapting it to the complex and diverse realities on the 

ground. We know that historical, political, economic and cultural contexts shape the exercise of power. Thus, 

the realities of governance vary greatly across countries and across time, with the relationships between 

public authorities and other actors continuously evolving. This means that the GPF needs to be used in 

conjunction with a thorough analysis of the governance context which: 

• Facilitates understanding of the formal and informal structures and norms that govern how power is 

exercised 

• Considers the most effective and legitimate way of engaging within the context 

• Assesses the risks involved in intervening. 
 

In fragile contexts in particular, where the state is likely to be unstable and lack legitimacy as well as basic 

capacities to protect rights and deliver public goods, careful consideration will have to be given to the types 

of change which are possible. What is feasible and whether interventions could inadvertently reinforce 

structural and proximate drivers of conflict, or potentially cause conflict through the channelling of resources 

or opportunities to particular groups, are crucial considerations. A wide range of tools to support analytical 

and planning processes exist, but guidance is required on selecting which tools to use for the purposes of the 

GPF. 

Overall the GPF aims to:  

• Establish a common governance language within CARE  

• Offer a simple adaptable model which is flexible enough for use in programme planning, design, and 

impact assessment in the diverse contexts in which CARE operates  

• Promote learning by focusing reflection and research on the theoretical/hypothetical underpinnings of 

our governance work 

• Provide a basis for coordinating governance work across CARE 

• Encourage a more structured discussion on the role that CARE can legitimately play in addressing weak 

governance. 
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2. CARE’s approach to governance 
 

The question as to why some people have less access to resources and opportunities than others in their 

society is essentially a political question: less to do with the quantity of resources or opportunities available, 

more to do with how, and by whom, public decisions are made and resources collected and allocated. CARE 

believes that poverty, like gender inequality and discrimination, is created and maintained through unequal 

power relations and the resulting unequal distribution of resources and opportunities, with a damaging and 

disproportionate effect on women and girls. CARE’s approach to governance has been shaped by various 

factors including: our programming principles1, our emphasis on rights-based approaches, our increasing 

focus on marginalized women and girls, debates on the relationship between governance and development, 

and by working in contexts of fragility. 

 

2.1 Rights based approach (RBA) 

CARE adopted a rights based approach in 19992, and this approach is core to our governance work. It urges 

us to look beyond the symptoms of poverty to understand and address the root causes of poverty and social 

injustice; it requires that the vulnerable and the marginalised take centre stage in the design of our 

programmes and the measurement of our impact; and it also requires that development goals be framed as 

entitlements with both claim holders and corresponding duty-bearers. It means that we engage with 

institutions to address the exclusion of poor and marginalised people and create spaces in which they can 

exercise their rights, including the fundamental right to have a say on how public decisions are made, affairs 

are managed and resources are allocated. 

 

2.2 Governance, good governance and good enough governance 

Governance is a complex concept that can be explained and understood in many ways, but in its broadest 

sense, it is the exercise of power relations in the public arena—the “rules of the game”. It is about who is 

able to influence public decisions, and who isn’t, and about who creates or enforces these “rules”. 

Governance is the sum of the many ways individuals and institutions—public and private—manage their 

common affairs. It is a dynamic, political process through which decisions are made, conflicts are resolved, 

diverse interests are negotiated, and collective action is undertaken. The process can be influenced by formal 

written codes, informal
3
 but broadly accepted cultural norms, the charismatic leadership of an individual or 

individuals, the use of force, coercion or patronage, or, often, a combination of these means.4 

For CARE, good governance is the effective, participatory, transparent, equitable and accountable 

management of public affairs guided by agreed procedures and principles, to achieve the goals of 

sustainable
5
 poverty reduction and social justice. 

Some academics argue that the good governance paradigm dictates an unreasonably long list of prescriptions 

essential for development. In other words, a good governance approach neglects the issue of what is feasible 

in a specific context and provides little guidance on what needs to be prioritised. Not all governance deficits 

can be addressed at once and change can be achieved only incrementally over time. So ‘good governance’ 

                                                
1 In order to fulfil CARE’s vision and mission, all of CARE’s programming should conform to the following Programming 

Principles: 1) promote empowerment, 2) work with partners, 3) ensure accountability and promote responsibility, 4) address 

discrimination, 5) promote the non-violent resolution of conflicts, and 6) seek sustainable results. 
2 Incorporation of a Rights-Based Approach into CARE’s Program Cycle -A Discussion Paper for CARE’s Program Staff, 2001. 

http://pqdl.care.org/Core%20Library/Incorporation%20of%20RBA%20into%20CARE%27s%20Program%20Cycle%20-

%20A%20Discussion%20Paper.pdf 
3 We recognize the existence of informal and formal actors that engage in governance spaces. While we believe that this division 

(between formal and informal) is helpful, we also recognize that, in reality, it is not clear cut. Actors may participate in certain 

procedures as formal participants, but also may act as informal influencers in that same process. Procedures and institutions may also 

be informal or formal and in both cases may facilitate the process of negotiated development or undermine it. The label 

formal/informal does not imply greater or lesser legitimacy; however it does enable us to explore whether the procedure, institution 

or actor is acting within or outside a regulated context.  
4 Adapted from the Global Commission on Governance definition. 
5 An important issue is that of intergenerational equity, where decisions that are made now, for example on the use of natural 

resources, may have far-reaching consequences in the future.     
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needs to be made feasible: a good enough governance agenda. To this end, an in-depth context analysis and 

a related assessment of what governance interventions are relevant are essential. The question that needs to 

be asked is, given the limited resources of money, time, knowledge, and human and organisational capacity, 

what are the best ways to move towards better governance in a particular country context? Good enough 

governance focuses on the minimum conditions of governance necessary to promote development. A 

hierarchy of governance priorities then needs to be established, setting the changes that can be achieved in 

the short, medium and long term
6
. This is especially relevant in fragile contexts. 

 

2.3 Negotiated development 

The GPF builds on CARE’s concept of ‘negotiated development’7. This refers to the various interactions 

between public authorities/power-holders and citizens that result in the equitable fulfilment of citizens’ 

political, economic, social and cultural rights. Negotiated development requires that: 

• Power-holders are responsive, accountable and, in the case of the state, effective and capable of 

engaging with citizens 

• Citizens have the knowledge and capacities for claiming and exercising their right to participate and 

influence decision-making that is relevant to them 

• There is a broad range of safe, inclusive and effective formal and informal spaces for citizens to engage 

in negotiating different collective and individual interests in the management of public affairs.  

CARE has experience of negotiated development around the world: working with governments to improve 

their policies, programmes and services; engaging with other power-holders to promote their responsiveness 

and accountability (especially the private sector and customary authorities); and strengthening the capacity of 

civil society organisations (CSOs) to influence and hold to account policy makers and other power-holders. 

CARE has also facilitated processes that bring together key stakeholders from the different groups. In many 

situations in which CARE operates, poor and excluded stakeholders are not empowered to relate or negotiate 

on equal terms, making it difficult to achieve more equitable distribution of resources and access to services 

and opportunities. Negotiated development is in fact “about empowering stakeholders to relate on more even 

terms and to hold each other accountable”
8
. 

 

2.4 Governance and development 

A fundamental part of CARE’s governance approach is the notion that citizen participation is important as a 

right in itself as well as a means to reduce poverty. Amartya Sen
9
 argues that citizen participation has the 

intrinsic value of enriching the life of social beings through political freedom; an instrumental value through 

attracting attention to their opinions and demands; and a constructive value as it constitutes a social learning 

mechanism and allows society to form values and priorities. Similarly, The World Bank’s “Voices of the 

Poor” studies
10

 showed that powerlessness and lack of voice are crucial components of poverty as viewed by 

the poor themselves. Through engagement in policy, the poor can be empowered by having their demands 

and knowledge legitimised, by increasing their capacity to influence decisions that affect their lives, and by 

challenging the status quo.  

The discussion around the relationship between good governance and development is old and highly 

controversial, is there a causal relationship or even any correlation between governance and development? 

Does good governance contribute to growth and poverty reduction or is it a consequence of it? Frequently 

cited examples of developmentalist states like China and Vietnam seem to suggest that development can be 

reached in the presence of many characteristics of bad governance—all good things might not go together!  

Research seems to suggest that, while economic growth can be stimulated by specific minimal conditions of 

good governance (e.g. secure property rights and contracts), weak institutions can affect the ability to sustain 

                                                
6 Grindle, M.S., 2007, Good Enough Governance Revisited, London, ODI 
7 Stuckey, J., 2006, Towards an understanding of governance, CARE USA 
8 Stuckey, J., 2006, op. cit. 
9, Amartya, S., 1999, Development as Freedom, Oxford, Oxford University Press 
10http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTPOVERTY/0,,contentMDK:20622514~menuPK:336998~pagePK:

148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:336992,00.html 
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development
11

. Notwithstanding the example of developmental but weakly democratic states, an increasing 

body of research seems to indicate significant correlations between good governance and development, for 

example: institutional development contributes to growth and growth to institutional development; 

institutional efficiency reduces poverty; and, Weberian characteristics of public bureaucracies are clearly 

associated with growth12. A World Bank study analysing 40 case studies concluded that there is 

“overwhelming evidence that good governance is crucial for successful development”13.  

For CARE, successful development entails social justice14, that is, development that promotes intra- and 

inter-generational equity in the distribution of resources and opportunities; in other words, sustainable 

development with equity. In terms of equitable development, findings seem to indicate that governance is a 

crucial component: recent IDS research reviewing 100 case studies suggests that citizen engagement and 

participation contribute to pro-poor developmental outcomes
15

.   

 

2.5 Increased focus on women and girls 

Among poor and marginalised people, CARE is increasingly working to support women and girls, as in 

many societies they are among the people that face the greatest challenges in exercising their rights. 

Overcoming these challenges requires addressing social norms and institutions that foster gender-based 

abuse or discrimination, exclude women from positions of public influence and confine them to subordinated 

roles. Patriarchy is a dominant system of power, and gender discrimination permeates governance 

institutions at all levels, albeit to different degrees and extents. If we aim to advance gender equity in such 

institutions, women’s empowerment must be at the core of our governance work. The “Women’s 

Empowerment Strategic Impact Inquiry” has significantly strengthened our thinking and programmatic work 

around women’s empowerment and this focus is at the heart of our institutional identity. 

                                                
11 Rodrik, D., 2003, In search of Prosperity: Analytic Narratives on Economic Growth. Princeton 
12 Grindle, M.S., 2007, op.cit. 
13 World Bank, 2000, Reforming Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance: A World Bank Strategy, Washington, DC 
14 CARE International Vision: “We seek a world of hope, tolerance and social justice, where poverty has been overcome and people 

live in dignity and security. CARE International will be a global force and partner of choice within a worldwide movement dedicated 

to ending poverty. We will be known everywhere for our unshakeable commitment to the dignity of people.” 
15 Gaventa, J. and Barrett, G., 2010, Citizenship, Participation and Accountability. So what difference does it makes? Mapping the 

outcomes of citizens engagement, Development Research Centre – Sussex University 
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3. The GPF theory of change  
 

The GPF indicates the “domains of change” which we believe are required to achieve equitable and 

sustainable development. The theory of change (TOC)16 embodied by the GPF is: 

If citizens are empowered, if power-holders are effective, accountable and responsive, if spaces for 

negotiation are expanded, effective and inclusive, then sustainable and equitable development can be 

achieved. Change needs to take place and be sustained in all three domains to achieve this impact. 

CARE’s governance work should aim to achieve the following general changes: 

• Marginalised citizens are empowered 

• Public authorities and other power-holders are effective and accountable to marginalised citizens 

• Spaces for negotiation between power-holders and marginalised citizens are expanded, inclusive and 

effective. 

The GPF is represented in the figure below as a pyramid with three building blocks or domains of change at 

the base. The arrows represent the real-world interactions between the three domains. The fourth building 

block (capstone) represents impact achieved as a result of change in these domains.  

Figure 1: The Governance Programming Framework 
 

 
 

3.1 Important notes on the GPF: 

“What”, not “how”: It is important to clarify that the GPF describes the changes that we want to achieve 

but not how these changes will be achieved; the strategies used will be context-dependent
17

. The building 

blocks or domains of change provide planners with a framework in which to conceptualise the changes that 

might be possible within a specific context. The planners can then combine the different domains of change 

                                                
16 Theories of Change: What are they, why do we need them and how do we develop and test them over time? http://p-

shift.care2share.wikispaces.net/Theory+of+Change+Guidance 
17 Examples of these strategies can be found in the paper: Clarke, P, 2011, Towards Better Governance? A reflection on CARE’s 

Governance work in six countries, CARE International UK 
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in ways that respond to the context analysis, theories of change that are relevant to the specific context can 

be formulated, and operational strategies can be developed.   

Interactive domains, not static: The diagram presents a static image in which the three domains are 

bounded and separate in order to assist conceptual clarity. Real world interactions will be more complex: 

these domains will be overlapping, interdependent, and dynamic. Some actors may inhabit multiple domains 

(e.g. civil society leaders can be both power-holders and citizens’ representatives); the domains can have 

different weights (the state, private sector, media and civil society have differing power to influence), and the 

central domain will shrink or expand depending on negotiations between the other two domains. While 

changes need to take place in the three domains in order to achieve equitable and sustainable impact, the 

interaction between the domains is key to achieving such impact. The three domains are mutually 

constitutive, and change in one can trigger change in the other: the kind of citizen action that emerges 

depends on the nature of the regime and the political spaces that are available, while the kinds of political 

space that emerge depend on prior collective actions. 

Interlinking levels of governance: The vertical linkages between multiple levels (local, national, global) are 

as important as the horizontal linkages between the domains—how effectively governance work operates 

across the levels as well as across domains is a key factor of success. By and large, while there are a number 

of important examples of district and national governance work, the majority of CARE’s work focuses on 

community and local levels. Increasingly, however, work on governance in a global world suggests that 

governance is multi-tiered and that the interaction of actors across levels is critical. In this sense, the GPF not 

only puts emphasis on cross-domain linkages but also on linkages across the different levels; the GPF applies 

from local up to global level. While working at the local/decentralised level is crucial to bring the state closer 

to its citizens and build the state from the bottom, at the same time it is recognised that post-modern, 

complex (and increasingly global) systems require multiple and simultaneous engagements at different 

levels, from the local, to the national and up to the global. The GPF not only emphasises the importance of 

working at national level and expands our comfort zone from the local to higher levels, but also the 

importance of engaging with inter-level coalitions and strengthening interaction among local, national and 

global actors.  

Heterogeneous social groups, not monolithic: the diagram does not reflect the complexity of power 

dynamics within each domain. Citizens, CSOs, the state and other power-holders are in fact diverse groups 

characterised by differential power and interests, divided along axes of class, social inequalities, gender, 

caste, ethnicity, geography, and others. Citizens include powerless groups (e.g. landless, indigenous, rural 

women) as well as highly influential groups (landowners, the educated, businesspeople), while power-

holders may include progressive champions of change (reform drivers) well as reactionary groups strongly 

opposed to reform (reform blockers)  

Power, domination, and resistance in context: It is important to bear in mind that any challenge to the 

prevailing patterns of governance—be it through simple consciousness-raising efforts, administrative 

reforms, or public manifestations—is likely to trigger resistance by those with something to lose, and can 

activate conflict. It is critical that programme designers think through the dynamics of social domination and 

resistance to change, and engage communities in considering the possibilities for backlash in private and 

public spheres. In a conflict context, particular attention will need to be paid to: 

• Considering which citizens will gain and lose power through governance interventions 

• Ensuring that ethnic, religious, gender and class/caste structures are not reinforced 

• Considering the extent to which the responsibility for holding power-holders to account is placed on 

those vulnerable to retaliation.  
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4. The domains of change 

 

The statements of change at the domain level (e.g. “Marginalised citizens are empowered”) are only 

shorthand for the desired changes; they do not capture the richness of the changes within each domain. For 

greater clarity about these changes, the GPF breaks down the domains of change into 14 more specific 

components or “dimensions of change”.   

Figure 2: GPF Domains and Dimensions of Change 

Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3 

Marginalised citizens are 

empowered 

 

Public authorities and other 

power-holders are effective and 

accountable to marginalised 

citizens 

Spaces for negotiation between 

power-holders and marginalised 

citizens are expanded, inclusive and 

effective 

Dimensions of Change 

 

1. Citizens are aware of their 

rights and duties, and 

exercise agency  

2. Citizens participate in and 

organise collective actions 

3. Citizens hold public 

authorities and other power-

holders to account  

4. Citizens influence policy 

effectively 

5. CSOs are representative of 

and accountable to 

marginalised citizens 

Dimensions of Change 

 

1. Public authorities and power-

holders have the capacity to 

uphold rights and deliver public 

goods 

2. Public authorities and power-

holders are responsive to impact 

groups, designing and 

implementing pro-poor and 

inclusive policies, programmes 

and budgets. 

3. Public authorities and power-

holders are transparent, 

providing accessible and 

relevant information 

4. Public authorities and power-

holders are accountable to 

impact groups 

5. The rule of law is effective and 

justice is administered equitably 

and impartially 

Dimensions of Change 

 

1. Institutionalised spaces are 

expanded, inclusive and 

effective 

2. Informal spaces are claimed and 

created 

3. Inclusive political settlements 

are achieved at multiple levels 

4. Alliances and coalitions for 

progressive social change are 

formed 
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4.1. Marginalised citizens are empowered 

This domain is concerned with enabling the poor and 

marginalised, particularly women and girls, to be aware of 

their rights and to have a stronger voice to demand change. 

In short, the aim is to enable poor people to become active 

and empowered citizens.  

The hypothesis for this domain is: 

If poor and marginalised people increase their political 

and civic consciousness and undertake collective action, 

then they will be able to engage more effectively in 

governance spaces and influence decisions that affect their 

lives. 

Work in this domain could pursue the following 

dimensions of change:  

1. Citizens are aware of their rights and duties, and exercise agency: Citizens have increased their 

knowledge of their rights/duties and how to make them effective, and exercise agency. 

2. Citizens participate in and organise collective actions: Citizens have greater ability to articulate their 

aspirations and needs, to voice and negotiate their demands for change and to organise for collective 

action. 

3. Citizens hold public authorities and other power-holders to account: Citizens hold power-holders 

accountable through engaging in social accountability actions/mechanisms such as budget monitoring, 

score cards, monitoring of service delivery, etc. 

4. Citizens influence public policy effectively: Citizens influence pro-poor laws, policies and 

development plans. 

5. CSOs are representative of and accountable to marginalised citizens: CSO leaders/groups are aware 

of unequal power relations in civil society, effectively represent their diverse constituencies and are 

accountable to them.  

Depending on context, this could involve working at different levels (from the local up to national and 

global) and with a range of organisations (from community-based grassroots groups to national and global 

advocacy platforms). 

In conceptualizing and planning this work, the following points require attention: 

Not all individuals have equal capacities to participate as citizens: 

Not all individuals have equal capacities to participate as citizens; they may lack awareness of their rights 

and responsibilities, have limited ability to articulate and act on their needs and aspirations (agency), or 

discriminatory social structures—such as gender, ethnicity, class, and caste— may prevent them from 

achieving such awareness and agency.  

The barriers and costs to participation may be particularly high for women. They face significant challenges 

in speaking and acting confidently in public, especially those coming from lower social classes. Their 

inclusion can become a mere tokenistic exercise and, while quotas for women’s representation are a first step 

towards increasing their voice, there is still much to do to support their meaningful participation.   

While the GPF is largely concerned with the public sphere, barriers to participation are also rooted in the 

private sphere, particularly in the case of women. In promoting participation, it is also necessary to take into 

account the associated costs in terms of time, money, reputation, and relationships. 

Citizen organising and collective action are a key aspect of this domain. Poor and marginalised people can 

engage with power-holders both in formal spaces and processes (e.g. local participatory development 

planning and budgeting) and in informal spaces (campaigns, demonstrations, etc.). Strengthening horizontal 

and vertical links so that community groups can work on common agendas and link to national level debates 

is also critical. 

 

DOMAIN 1:  

Empowered Citizens 
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Representation of poor and marginalized people within civil society is a challenge: 

Empowering poor and marginalised people raises questions of representation. Civil society representatives in 

developing countries are typically highly skilled, well-connected and resourced, and CSOs are mostly led by 

men. Women’s organizations, and in particular grassroots organizations representing disadvantaged social 

groups, face severe constraints in entering historically male spaces and placing women’s needs on the 

agenda. CARE needs to take care that the CSOs it works with are representative of and accountable to the 

groups they work for. This also has implications for CARE’s own governance and accountability 

arrangements.
18

   

Accountability interventions shift power relations in favour of the poor and marginalized: 

This domain also encompasses building civil society’s capacity to hold power-holders to account. 

Accountability typically operates through horizontal mechanisms (checks and balances on the state through 

the high courts, ombudspersons, auditor general, anti-corruption bodies, etc), vertical mechanisms (elections) 

and diagonal mechanisms. Diagonal mechanisms refer to the direct engagement of citizens with horizontal 

accountability institutions, and include processes such as budget monitoring, public hearings, scorecards for 

public services, etc.
19

 CARE’s work in this area has grown rapidly in recent years.  Work in this domain also 

means influencing policies, laws, programmes, budgets, development plans and other decision-making 

processes to make them more pro-poor and responsive to the demands and needs of our target groups.   

Processes of empowerment can cause conflict as powerful groups resist challenges to their control. While 

this is not necessarily negative, the possibility of a backlash means particular attention needs to be paid to 

which citizens are to be supported, whether they will be vulnerable to retaliation, and to guard against 

reinforcing inequitable social structures (e.g. ethnic, religious, gender, class and caste). Judging which actor 

groups in society are best placed to challenge unequal power relations will require extensive risk analysis on 

CARE’s part and potentially a mediating role between those with power and influence and those without 

 

4.2. Public authorities and other power-

holders are effective and accountable to 

marginalised citizens 
This domain entails working with a range of power-holders, 

including the state, to improve their ability to fulfil their 

obligations and be more responsive, transparent, and 

accountable, especially to our impact groups.  

The hypothesis for this domain is: 

If public authorities and other power-holders are capable, 

accountable and responsive to poor and marginalised 

people, then public resources will be more transparently 

and equitably allocated and the poor will have access to 

better quality services and other public goods. 

Work in this domain could pursue the following dimensions of change:  

1. Public authorities and power-holders have the capacity to uphold rights and deliver public goods: 

Public authorities and power-holders have increased capabilities to formulate and implement policies 

effectively, especially around the provision of public goods and services, revenue generation and human 

security. 

                                                
18 This has clear implications for CARE itself, as a power holder and member of global civil society. While CARE has developed a 

Humanitarian Accountability Framework setting out its own accountability commitments to stakeholders, it does not yet have a well-

developed accountability framework covering its broader (non-humanitarian) commitments. Some CI members and COs are taking 

steps to share more information with the public and are proactively involving beneficiaries in the design, monitoring and evaluation 

of programming. This is an area in which CARE needs to improve as a whole, and should be looked at especially closely in country 

offices working on governance issues.   
19 Stapenhurst, R, and O’Brien, M., 2006, Accountability in Governance, World Bank Institute. 

 

DOMAIN 2:  

Accountable &  

Effective Public 

Authorities and Other 

Power-Holders 
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2. Public authorities and power-holders are 

responsive to impact groups, designing 

and implementing pro-poor and inclusive 
policies, programmes and budgets: Public 

authorities and power-holders have 

strengthened incentives and capacities to 

identify and meet the needs, aspirations and 

demands of impact groups, leading to more 

pro-poor and inclusive planning and policy 

design, programme implementation and 

resource allocations.  

3. Public authorities and power-holders are 

transparent, providing accessible and 
relevant information: Public authorities 

provide information on their functions, 

actions and decisions that is accessible (in 

content and practically) and relevant to 

impact populations. 

4. Public authorities and power-holders are 
accountable to impact groups: Public 

authorities and power-holders demonstrate 

greater accountability, creating and utilising 

mechanisms to explain their decisions and 

actions and face the possibility of sanctions 

if they fail to meet standards.  

5. The rule of law is effective and justice is 

administered equitably and impartially: 
Pubic authorities and power-holders have 

increased capacity to ensure the rule of law 

and the impartiality and equity of justice. 

This domain provides that public authorities 

and power-holders should demonstrate three 

characteristics: they should be capable, 

responsive and accountable. 

Governments and other public bodies will be 

unable to fulfil their duties if they lack the 

institutional capabilities required to do so. It is 

not always the case that state action fails because 

state actors are self-serving and corrupt. At the 

local level in particular, state actors may be 

willing but unable to meet their obligations due 

to a lack of skills, limited human or financial 

resources, or poor infrastructure. Strengthening 

the capability of governments and public bodies 

to design and implement pro-poor laws, policies, 

programmes and plans is of crucial importance.  

Governments and other public bodies are 

responsive to poor people if they make efforts 

to identify and then meet the needs or wants of 

the poor.20 Responsiveness increases when public 

authorities and other power-holders have stronger 

capabilities as well as stronger incentives to act 

                                                
20 The CAR Framework: Capability, Accountability, Responsiveness. What Do These Terms Mean, Individually and Collectively? A 

Discussion Note By Mick Moore (IDS) and Graham Teskey (DFID) - 29 October 2006 

Public authorities: Public authorities are responsible for 

ensuring basic political, social and economic rights of citizens. 

These authorities include those institutions (formal and 

informal, modern and customary) that undertake core 

governance functions, including: protection from external 

threats and management of external relations; peaceful 

resolution of internal conflicts; and the provision of collective 

goods and services (or the facilitation of their provision). Public 

authorities encompass the state, the government, customary 

authorities and official agencies and service providers. 

Customary authorities play a prominent role in the daily lives of 

poor people, providing services and/or connecting them to the 

formal state. Whether and how to work with customary 

authorities needs to be assessed in each context, depending on 

their degree of accountability to poor people, compatibility 

with formal political institutions, and acceptable gender equity 

and governance standards.  

Other power-holders: While public authorities play a central 

role in the development process, other power-holders can be 

very influential, and in some contexts even more powerful than 

the state. They can supplement and, in some cases, replace 

state provision of services and, therefore, should bear the same 

responsibility to be responsive, transparent and accountable.  

• The private sector is crucially important for governance, as 

economic elites and business groups have great capacity to 

influence the state and to lobby for interests that may be 

inconsistent with those of poor and marginalised people.   

• Parliaments and political parties play a central role in well-

functioning democracies, providing checks on the state, 

voicing the demands of constituents and legislating in line 

with these. Yet NGO work with unions, parliaments and 

political parties is still rare and is often a source of 

discomfort for NGOs concerned about the appropriateness 

of working in this way. In practice, political parties in many 

developing countries have weak links to their 

constituencies and are dominated by elites, with few 

incentives to respond to poor citizens’ concerns.  

• Religious authorities may have significant influence over 

public decision-making. While in some cases they may 

block the promotion or protection of the rights of 

particular groups (e.g. women, LGBT persons), others have 

championed democratic governance and a more inclusive 

society.  

• The media can play a crucial role in communicating 

information and holding power-holders to account. While 

some media are controlled (and owned) by actors close to 

the centre of power and may serve the interests of 

economic and political elites, other, progressive media can 

be key allies in advancing a pro-poor agenda, making 

neglected or controversial issues or human rights violations 

visible, linking pro-poor and pro-reform actors and making 

governance more transparent.   
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in these ways. A responsive approach leads to more pro-poor and inclusive planning and policy design, 

programme implementation and resource allocation. 

Power-holders are accountable when they have the obligation to reveal, explain and justify their actions and 

face the threat of sanction for any failures in fulfilling their duties21. It implies the obligation to: 

• Share timely and relevant information in a manner that is accessible, and with clear justification for 

decisions (answerability)  

• Be responsive to the views of stakeholders when making decisions through meaningful participation at 

all stages of the decision-making cycle (responsiveness) 

• Bear the consequences for the violation of duties, non-fulfilment of rights and poor or criminal 

performance, through disciplinary measures and other sanctions (enforceability).
22

  

As earlier described, accountability operates through “horizontal”, “vertical,” and “diagonal” 

relations/mechanisms and through informal/customary and formal/procedural channels. Horizontal 

mechanisms refer to the constitutional mandate of certain institutions to check abuse and hold other state 

agencies to account. Institutions typically guaranteeing horizontal accountability in more mature 

democracies include constitutions, parliaments, branches of the judiciary and special “accountability 

agencies” like human rights commissions, auditors-general, independent electoral commissions and anti-

corruption agencies. These tend to be known as ‘political accountability’ mechanisms. Vertical mechanisms 

refer to the relationship between the people and their representatives and include free and fair elections, civil 

society monitoring of representatives and the role of the media. Sanctions, in this case, are normally less 

formal, such as negative publicity. Diagonal mechanisms operate in a domain between the horizontal and the 

vertical dimensions and refer to the direct engagement of citizens with horizontal accountability institutions. 

Social accountability, also referred to as society driven horizontal accountability, has been discussed under 

the first domain. 

Gender accountability 

From a women’s empowerment perspective, it is already broadly accepted that the state has to be 

accountable for and advance gender equity. Most countries’ constitutions acknowledge that women have the 

same status and rights as men and this is reinforced by various international conventions
23

. However, 

institutions still fail to be accountable to women. These include failures of: 

• Political accountability (by avoiding gender related issues or by not supporting gender equity 

commitments with adequate funds) 

• Fiscal accountability (by not monitoring the gender equitable distribution of resources) 

• Administrative accountability (by not setting up systems to detect patterns of discrimination in the 

treatment of women by public officials) 

• Legal accountability (by failing to prosecute violations of women rights such as domestic violence, rape 

of all forms—including within marriage, gender-based violence, etc)24. 

A key problem is that accountability mechanisms are usually evaluated in terms of their effective use to fight 

corruption and promote efficiency in service delivery, while they are very rarely scrutinized in terms of 

gender.  

Fragile contexts 

In fragile contexts the state often has little or no legitimacy and/or capacities, and other actors (e.g. donors, 

INGOs, the private sector etc.) can be as or more influential than public authorities. Understanding the 

complex layers and relations between different power-holders is essential to avoid reinforcing unequal power 

relations or being perceived as aligned with the system needing reform. Working with private sector actors 

(such as the extractive industry) to raise their awareness or build their capacity to engage in dialogue, could, 

for example, have the unintended consequence of weakening CARE’s own willingness to advocate 

publically for reform, or CARE’s credibility as a voice of the most marginalised. At its most serious, this 

                                                
21 DFID, Governance and Transparency, some thoughts 
22 Schedler, A., 1999, Conceptualizing Accountability 
23 UN Women, 2011, Progress on the World’s Women: In pursuit of Justice. 
24 Goetz, A.M. and Hassim, S., 2003, No shortcuts to power: African women in politics and policy making, London: Zed Books 
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“Spaces for negotiation” - what do they look like? 

As a way of addressing the perceived “democratic 

deficit” of representative democracies, more direct 

forms of citizen engagement in governance have 

opened up new arenas for public participation, often 

referred to using the concept of “space”. These spaces 

can be conceptualized as “arenas for public participation 

and engagement” and can be categorised as 

invited/formal spaces (provided by the 

government/state) and popular/informal spaces (where 

CSOs come together at their own initiative to channel 

unrecognised demands, protest, provide services and 

solidarity, etc.)*. Examples of formal spaces include 

local development committees, participatory budget 

committees, mixed state and civil society roundtables to 

fight poverty, etc. Examples of informal spaces include 

campaigns, demonstrations, civil society groups, blogs 

and other social media fora, etc. The boundaries 

between these spaces are flexible, not always clear cut 

and may change over time. CARE works to strengthen 

existing formal and informal spaces for participation and 

representation, and to create new ones. 

* Cornwall, A (2004), “Introduction: New democratic spaces? The 

politics and dynamics of Institutionalised Participation – IDS Bulletin Nr 

35 

could make CARE a target. Work of this nature could open up new pressures and risks that would need to be 

properly understood. 

 

4.3. Spaces for negotiation between power-

holders and marginalised citizens are 

expanded, inclusive and effective 

This domain is the product of interactions between the 

other two. A focus on interactions between public 

authorities, other power-holders and citizens avoids the 

oversimplification of ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ sides of 

governance, and emphasises that the focus should be on 

the relations, the dialogue and the space for negotiation 

between different stakeholders.  

The nature and quality of these spaces for negotiation is 

the focus of this domain and the aim is to expand and 

strengthen them in order to: 

 

• Aggregate and channel demands  

• Identify and negotiate the competing interests of different groups  

• Enable public authorities to build consensus and legitimacy.  

 

The hypothesis for this domain is: 

If formal and informal spaces are expanded, inclusive 

and effective, and if cross-domain coalitions for 

change are built, then decisions will better reflect the 

interests of the poor and marginalised and resources 

will be allocated on a more equitable basis. 

Programmatic work under this domain can range 

from collaborative engagement to more 

confrontational activities, such as non-violent protests 

and campaigns. Much depends on the capacity and 

willingness of public authorities and civil society to 

engage with one another, and the level of 

institutionalisation of civil society participation, 

including that of women’s organizations.  

Work in this domain could pursue the following 

dimensions of change: 

1. Institutionalised spaces are expanded, 
inclusive and effective: Institutionalised spaces 

are conducive to inclusive and effective 

negotiations for increased access with equity to 

rights and opportunities.  

2. Informal spaces are claimed and created: A 

diverse and broad range of informal/non-

institutionalised spaces exist.  

3. Inclusive political settlements are achieved at 
multiple levels: Inclusive political settlements at 

different levels promote non violent resolution of conflict and peace. 

4. Alliances and coalitions for progressive social change are formed: Alliances between pro-reform 

champions across different domains and levels are strengthened and lead to progressive social change. 

DOMAIN 3:  

Expanded, Inclusive and 

Effective Spaces for Negotiation 
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In conceptualizing and planning this work, the following points require attention: 

Formal and informal spaces.  

This domain is concerned not only with creating and strengthening formal spaces of engagement and in 

institutionalising existing informal spaces, but also in supporting informal spaces and processes. Informal 

spaces are important for channelling the demands of actors that are less capable (or willing) to enter formal 

spaces, holding informal negotiations before entering formal spaces, and ensuring diversity and autonomy of 

civil society. 

Recent research also suggests that in some contexts formal participatory spaces can be less relevant channels 

for voicing citizens’ demands than informal networks and relations. Informal institutions and personal 

relations are often viewed with suspicion and considered a governance problem, but findings seem to show 

that they can be part of the solution
25

. Also, in some contexts, the strategy of institutionalising informal 

spaces may not in fact reduce inequalities, as the more mobilised and networked poor are better able to make 

use of these opportunities than those who are less organised26. 

Inclusiveness and effectiveness of spaces:   

A key concern of CARE’s work on formal and informal spaces is to address the obstacles to effective 

participation by marginalised, poor and excluded groups, particularly women and girls. A particular concern 

regards the inclusiveness of these spaces; can marginalised people challenge unequal power relations within 

such spaces? Formal and informal spaces can be co-opted by public authorities and/or dominated by those 

with power or technical knowledge at the expense of the less educated and confident. The effectiveness of 

these spaces is another concern; to avoid costly, “ornamental” participation by poor people, these will need 

to be spaces in which decisions are taken, agreements achieved and those agreements adhered to.  

Coalitions for change:  

Effective changes in governance can be driven by pro-reform state and civil society coalitions that cut across 

different actors/groupings. Such alliances between “champions of change” can be very effective in pushing 

pro-reform agendas, putting pressure on and negotiating with anti-reform actors who may actively resist 

change.  

These alliances and coalitions can be formal or informal. While rule-based formal institutions may be a long 

term goal, informal relationships may be a more effective alternative for achieving short term objectives. 

Such coalitions may be the best means for achieving inclusive political settlements that reflect the needs and 

aspirations not only of contending elites—who may well benefit from their positions and have limited 

incentives to share power—but also of marginalised groups.  

The nature of the political settlement can have a great impact on the level of accountability of citizen-state 

relations. The concentration of power among elites very often results in exclusion of poor citizens from 

public life and, in extreme cases, to violence and repression. An inclusive political settlement can contribute 

to the re-shaping of relations and public institutions27. This is highly relevant in post conflict and fragile 

contexts where power is often maintained through violence and repression. In engaging with conflict 

resolution and peace building types of initiatives, a proper conflict analysis will need to be done, including a 

stakeholder analysis, so that our activities do not exacerbate the problem. 

 

5. CARE’s role in working on governance 
 

The political nature of governance work raises many questions about the different roles that CARE could or 

should adopt in engaging in this area.  

Historically, constructive engagement is CARE’s preferred mode of working with governments. Concerns 

about risks to staff, reputation and image underlie CARE’s reluctance to overtly challenge power-holders. 

But looking forward, CARE’s 2020 vision calls for an organization that works for transformational change 

through many means, including work with activists and social networks. This necessitates an assessment of 

                                                
25 Centre for the future state, Institute of development Studies, 2010, An upside down view of governance. 
26 Citizenship DRC, Institute of Development studies, Sussex University 
27 Haider, H, 2010, State Society relations and citizenship in situations of conflict and fragility, GSDRC 
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whether constructive engagement is always the most strategic approach. The organisation will need to find 

an appropriate place on the continuum from constructive engagement to confrontation and adapt its position 

to changing factors over time. This will require an organization that is sharply attuned to changing contexts, 

and that engages in continual reflection on emerging opportunities and challenges. Deciding what role CARE 

will play will vary according to factors such as: 

• The country context 

• The nature of the programme (e.g. whether there is a specific governance programme, or whether 

governance cuts across other programmes) 

• The nature of CARE’s relationships with the state, power-holders, CSOs, partners, etc.  

• CARE’s legitimacy, level of embeddedness in the country and capacity (skills and experience) 

• CARE’s  appetite for risk – with respect to risks to staff, reputation, credibility and image 

• CARE’s commitment to a particular mode of engagement and willingness to sustain this commitment. 

In addition, CARE’s identity as a large international NGO can influence the leverage it has, but can also 

limit what type of work the organization will support. It will be important to define what role the COs, 

RMUs and CI have in defining the “identity” of CARE at the country level and whether and to what extent 

CARE should get involved in more political work.  

The possible different types of roles that CARE can assume in engaging in governance work include: 

• Capacity building including technical support to CSOs and public authorities/power-holders from the 

local up to the national level 

• Developing models and scaling them up: piloting new models, assessing their impact, and using this 

evidence base to lobby for their uptake by public authorities 

• Undertaking applied and participatory research: supporting and/or funding research, promoting the 

dissemination of innovative and best practices 

• Influencing policy: promoting evidence based advocacy (directly or indirectly, through partners and/or 

joining policy influencing initiatives and coalitions)  

• Facilitating interactions between citizens and public authorities/power-holders, and supporting the 

creation of mechanisms for dialogue 

• Brokering relations between multiple stakeholders, bringing different actors together, and making 

sure that the “right people” and decision-makers are seated at the table
28

. 

These new roles and ways of working will have important implications for both how CARE is structured and 

how it engages in different types of relationships. Fundamentally, this shift requires a broader change in 

mind-set across the organization. In its new role, CARE must take stock of the larger social web of diverse 

actors, their interests, capacities and power relations. Working in this way will require staff and partners who 

can engage power-holders more strategically and with greater influence. Rather than engage the typical set of 

INGO partners, CARE must explore different forms of relationships that it can build. This will change from 

context to context, and over time.  

                                                
28 For more information on CARE’s role, also see: Clarke, P, 2011, Towards Better Governance? A reflection on CARE’s 

Governance work in six countries, CARE International UK 


